Ballet Examination Called Too Limited

Andrew Peterson, president of Local 23 of the International Union of Operating Engineers, has volunteered to serve on any examination panel that may be set up by the city to test the qualifications of candidates for the position of the city's ballet. Mr. Peterson was a member of the three-man panel that conducted the examination for the position of the city's ballet.

Judge Alexander's order was handed down in response to a petition by Local 23 of the International Union of Operating Engineers, which seeks to have the order rescinded.

Judge Alexander's order was handed down in response to a petition by Local 23 of the International Union of Operating Engineers, which seeks to have the order rescinded.

President Election - 1948

The national unit contracts, in the main, are a result of the efforts of the national unit committee, which has been meeting in Washington, D.C., in recent weeks. The committee has been working on the contracts for the past six months.

Half Will Discuss Crafts with Jacoby

In a meeting in New York City, the national unit committee will discuss the contracts for the next six months. The committee has been working on the contracts for the past six months.

ALBERT J. FITZGIBBON

Field Day Profit

The profits from the Field Day held at Albert Park on June 12, 1948, were the highest in the history of the Albert Park Field Day.
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Introducing Some Newly Elected Shop Stewards

Chief Shop Steward William Montague, at left, presents the new stewards at the annual meeting of the shop stewards and the executive committee. The new stewards are: (from left to right) Leonard P. Monahan, O. A. St. Leonard, John Redfern, C. J. Lawrence, J. A. Brown, A. B. Redfern, J. A. Brown, and John Redfern.

GE Lists Number Of Jobless Women

Receptionist Lila Lash said the United States has a job for every woman who wants to work. She said that the number of women who are unemployed is not accurate.

UB Top Officers Win by Big Votes

The top officers of the United Brotherhood of Electrical Workers were re-elected last week. The officers received a majority of the votes cast.

GE Plans to Change Pay Days, Continuous Process Schedule

The company has decided to change the pay day to the last day of the month. The move was made to improve the efficiency of the continuous process schedule.

Campus Workers

Volunteer workers for the University of Illinois

Convention Delegates to Report Next Week

Delegates to the national convention on June 25 to 27 will meet in Washington, D.C., to discuss the issues of the convention. The convention will be held in the District of Columbia.

UPE Broadcast

Anchor Craft, broadcast from the new UPE studio on June 12, 1948, was a success. The broadcast lasted for three hours and was heard by thousands of persons.

The company has decided to change the pay day to the last day of the month. The move was made to improve the efficiency of the continuous process schedule.
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High Prices as a Campaign Issue

An article discussing the high prices as a campaign issue and how it affects the voters. 

More specifically, it talks about the government's response to rising prices and how it might affect the upcoming election. The text mentions the need for action to prevent price hikes and how it is a significant issue for the voters.

Board Bads Drive Of Community Coast

A note about the Board Bads Drive of Community Coast. It includes a claim that the Board Bads Drive has already raised $10,000. The text also mentions the need for continued support to meet the goal.

Carey Denounced by UE Delegates

An article about William J. Carey being denounced by the UE delegates. It mentions the UE convention in 1944 and how Carey was accused of being a political figure and not a labor leader.

Exposure of James B. Carey

A news article about the exposure of James B. Carey. It mentions his role in the U.S. Senate and his involvement in the labor union movement. It highlights his controversy and how he was accused of being a political figure.

Registering to Vote

An article about registering to vote. It highlights the importance of voting and how registering to vote can make a difference in the election.

More Radio Shops Organized by UE

An article about the organization of more radio shops by the UE. It mentions the need to organize and support the workers in the radio industry.
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Huge 1948 Profits In Electrical Field

An article about the significant profits made by companies in the electrical field in 1948. It mentions the growth of the industry and how it has contributed to the economy.

Huge 1948 Profits In Electrical Field

A news article about the huge profits made by companies in the electrical field in 1948. It highlights the growth of the industry and how it has contributed to the economy.

First Voters Must

An article about the first voters in the election. It mentions the importance of voting and how it affects the outcome of the election.

Safety Measure

An article about safety measures in place. It highlights the importance of safety in the workplace and how measures are put in place to protect workers.

Want a Meat Scale?

An article about the availability of meat scales. It mentions the need for scales to ensure fair pricing and how they can be obtained.